Palmero Starting 2019 with New ProVision Options
Palmero Healthcare will be starting 2019 with new additions to its ProVision® line. Palmero released
nine new styles over the back half of 2018 and is adding three more choices to address clinicians’
varied needs in the operatory.
Joining the ProVision line in January are Econo Tilts™, Mini Bonding Wraps™ and Rainbow™.
Palmero’s Econo Tilts have a lightweight frame with tilting arms to
ensure all-day comfort. Additional features like a firm nose pad and
soft, rubberized temple tips, provide the support and grip you want.
Econo Tilts block up to 99.9% of UVA and UVB rays, meets the ANSI
Z87.1 standard, and is available in both rose quartz and blue. The
curved lens provides wraparound splatter and injury protection.
The other two new ProVision additions are designed help keep children safe while they’re getting
care. Not only does the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry’s Policy on Patient Safety
encourage clinicians to protect these particularly vulnerable patients, it’s also just common sense
to protect kids from injury.
However, taking steps to minimize risk to kids hasn’t always been as easy as it might have seemed.
“We’ve learned that most dental offices are not aware that there are small pediatric sizes of
protective eyewear that are ANZI certified,” said Karen Neiner, President of Palmero Healthcare,
LLC. ProVision Rainbow and Mini Bonding Wraps are now among those choices.
ProVision Rainbow combine safety and
fun. These brightly colored frames are
designed to fit smaller faces and have a
scratch resistant, 100% polycarbonate
gray tinted lens. The gray reduces the
glare from harsh operatory lights, which
can help put youngsters at ease. Each
pair blocks up to 99.9% of UVA and UVB
rays. Your patient can choose from one
of six colors in each pack of 12
Mini Bonding Wraps, a pediatric version of Palmero’s popular version for
adults, is a wraparound pair with an orange polycarbonate lens. This
comfortable, lightweight option simultaneously prevents eye damage
while also blocking blue light rays. The distortion-free, wraparound lens
offers superior peripheral vision and protection, filtering up to 99.9% of
blue, UVA, and UVB rays. The glasses are fog-free and scratch-resistant
Interested in these new ProVision choices, or in seeing the full line? Learn more at
palmerohealth.com/collections/whats-new.
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New Recycling Program
Palmero is also making everyone smile with its new green initiative, its X-Ray Apron Recycling
Program. The Environmental Protection Agency recommends recycling lead aprons, and now Palmero
can help you do just that. If you send Palmero your old apron, the company will ensure that lead liners
are sent for processing back to base material.
Palmero said the recycling program is part of its commitment to protecting patients and clinicians by
also protecting the environment.
You can participate in the program if you’re only looking for responsible disposal of aprons, but you
can also take advantage of the trade-in element of the program and receive a free X-ray hanger. Simply
purchase a Palmero X-ray apron and return an old one for processing, and receive your hanger (retail
value $18) from the company, so you can store your new apron in style.
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